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Abstract. The research paper discusses pulsation reduction method for rectifier bridge circuit, and provides
mathematical analysis and simulation. The converter is designed to get steady direct voltage at wide range load
resistance. The simulation is performed using PSIM computer simulation software. The simulation and real
model output current and voltage graphs are acquired and given.
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Introduction
Single phase compensated rectifier with nonlinear active-inductive load character is simplified
case of three phase controllable, compensated rectifier. Device is related to converters of electrical
energy and it can be used in power electronics. Purpose of single phase compensated rectifier is to
reduce load current pulsations.
Solution additionally consists of voltage multiplier, which input is connected parallel to rectifier
bridge and to power transformer output. Output positive pole of voltage multiplier is connected to
rectifier bridge output positive pole through the compensation control switch and separation diode.
Rectifier bridge and multiplier output negative poles are connected directly.
Regulator switch is operated so that rectifier output voltage pulsation is minimal and its value is
kept close to Ud max. This current pulsation reduction effect is achieved so that voltage multiplier
capacitors with doubled voltage are used as an additional power source for load chain.
Operation of regulator switch is controlled by comparing of two voltages, pitch voltage U pitch and
voltage on load. While these voltages are equal or Ud is greater than U pitch, load current is not
regulated. As soon as load voltage less than Upitch voltage value, the voltage regulator is switched on.
Load voltage regulation process is continuous.
Research object and methods
Research object is AC to DC converter which consists of rectifier bridge, ripple compensation
unit and electronic switch that drives output direct voltage regulation, see Fig. 1. Iinductive and
resistive load is connected to converter output. One of sources that feeds load is rectifier unit that has
pulsating output voltage and current values. Voltage regulation unit is designed to reduce these
pulsations and keep it up to Ud max value.
For mathematical analysis circuit is simplified, we do not consider comparing and switching unit
control circuit, because it is relatively small, also diodes are assumed to be ideal. Mathematical
analysis is performed only for DC side. DC side actually consists of two circuits (Fig. 2).
On the left (Fig. 2) voltage source ud describes rectifier output voltage. In the middle of circuit is
placed load that is series connected inductor and resistor. On the right there are two series connected
capacitors of voltage multiplier and regulator switch. Each capacitor of voltage multiplier is charged
approximately with Ud max voltage. So the load voltage is compensated with doubled voltage. These
capacitors are loaded continuously from AC side and discharging to DC side when load voltage is less
than Ud max voltage value.
For simulation of single phase compensated rectifier PSIM software is used. PSIM is a simulation
package specifically designed for power electronics and motor control. The circuit and it’s parameters
for simulation are shown in Fig. 1.
The real circuit is built too, so the results of all research methods are compared.
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Fig. 1. Compensated single phase AC to DC converter
Mathematical analysis and simulation
In order to provide analysis at first solution of each of two circuits in Fig. 2 must be found. The
first circuit to solve is shown in Fig. 3. The second circuit to solve is shown in Fig. 3. Then merging
these results, common solution must be found, that is definable with these both current changing
conditions.

Fig. 2. Mathematical analysis circuit
The solution of first circuit must find current on RL load. The source of circuit is simple rectifier
bridge. Its input voltage is sinusoidal voltage and output is pulsating direct current. Equation that
defines character of this current is shown further.

Fig. 3. Mathematical analysis of rectifier bridge with RL load
Obviously in this mode every single diodes are operate independently of other diodes, on this
account the differential equation of rectified voltage at one conducting (ideal) diode is following
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ud = LLoad

did
+ id RLoad ,
dt

(1)

After finding integration constant, and performing all necessary transformations, the complete
solution of first circuit current characterizing equation is following
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The solution of second circuit when capacitor discharges to resistive and inductive load is found
as follows. In the starting position t=0 there is assumed that both capacitors are charged each with
Ud max voltage for mathematical analysis. The mathematical analysis circuit for this process is
presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Mathematical analysis of capacitor discharge circuit with commutation
Common parameters UC; C of both capacitors are found C =

C1 + C2
;
2

U K = U K 1 + U K 2 = 2U d max . At start-position when t = 0 , both capacitors are charged, the switch is
being switched from position 1 to position 2. Now the transition stage can be calculated. The integraldifferential equation that describes this process is constructed:

LLoad

diK . free
dt

+ RLoad iK . free +

1
iK . free diK = 0
C∫

(3)

The roots of this equation:
2
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(4)

Enforced mode capacitor voltage U K = 0 , transition process will end with full capacitor
discharge for mathematical analysis in general case. Performing all necessary operations to solve
equation (3), the results are achieved. Transition process voltage for capacitors:

uK =

U0
( p2e − p1t − p1e − p2 t )
p1 − p2

(5)

where U 0 = 2U d . max .
The converter output voltage can be characterized with following equation in case when both
circuits are connected to load without voltage regulation:

ud . K = LLoad

did
+ id RLoad + u K
dt
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Equations (2) and (5) are inserted into (6), and considering that t =

α
, complicated equation is
ω

acquired. Mathematical analysis is finished, because the further analysis is very difficult.

Fig. 5. Diagram to determinate regulation areas
Converter output voltage and current consists of areas n and n1, they are changing sequential, this
voltage area change is determinates angles µ and µ1. If the compensation voltage is higher, then
rectifier voltage, its voltage drops to 0. Then only the capacitor voltage is connected to load, and this is
area n, see Fig. 5. If the capacitor voltage is lower, then rectifier voltage, then compensator voltage
drops to 0. This is because the conducting diodes of rectifier and diode of multiplier output goes into
non-conducting mode if voltage on diode changes direction. Equation (6) describes current for n area,
and equation (2) for n1 area. The voltage Upitch is regulator pitch voltage. The angle when regulator is
switched of is following:

µ = arcsin(

U pitch
U d . max

) +πn

(8)

The angle when capacitor’s voltage is switched and regulated to load expressible with µ1:

π
µ1 = µ + 2( − µ ) + π n
2

(9)

where π n - number of period.
These angles are the same for load voltage and current. The simulation and real model
oscilloscope graphs are shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. The parameters of these experiments are shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 6. PSIM simulation rectifier, regulator and output currents
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Fig. 7. PSIM simulation input and output voltage graphs

Input voltage

Output voltage

Fig. 8. Real model simulation results, input and output voltages
Conclusions
1. Experimental circuits give steady direct voltage on load, when active resistance is in range from
1 kΩ. The simulation model shows better results, it gives a steady direct voltage even if active
resistance is in range from 350 Ω. Real model can be improved lowering regulator circuit current.
2. Using capacitate as simple filter, gives no effect for pulsation reduction, combined with doubled
voltage regulator, filter acts as parasite capacity, but small filter capacity is useful to reduce
regulator noise.
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